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Introduction
Since De Concini-Eisenbυd-Procesi [1] defined Hodge algebra, two
special classes have been studied, one of which is an ordinal Hodge
algebra and the other is a square-free Hodge algebra. An ordinal Hodge
algebra ( = algebra with straightening laws, ASL, for short) have been
investigated in detail and we know that an ASL reflects strongly a nature
of a poset.
On the other hand, let A be a square-free Hodge algebra. By [1],
we can associate to A a unique simplicial complex Δ. Then A should
accordingly reflect a nature of Δ. We call A a Hodge algebra on the
simplicial complex Δ. The purpose of the present article is to classify
the simplicial complex on which there exists a homogeneous complete
intersection Hodge algebra of dimension<3. We often employ the
arguments in [5].
In §1, we recall the definition of Hodge algebra and elementary
definitions in topology. In §2, we give a classification of simplicial
complexes Δ when there exists a homogeneous Hodge iC-algebra on Δ
which is a complete intersection. Its proof is given in §3.
The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Professors
M. Miyanίshi and S. Tsunoda who gave him useful comments and valuable
suggestions and to Professor T. Hibi for precious advice.
1. Preliminaries
Let Δ be a simplicial complex and let H be the set of vertices of
Δ. We call an element of NH a monomial on Hy where N is the nonnegative
integers and NH is the set of iV-valued functions on H. Given two
monomials L, M on H, we can define a product LM by assigning
LM(x) = L(x) + M(x) to x e H. The support of a monomial M is the subset
Supp M={xeH; M(x)φO). We define ΣΔ by
ΣA = {MeNH; Supp M does not belong to Δ},
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which is an order ideal, i.e., LeNH, MeΣA=>LMeΣA. A monomial M
is standard if M does not belong to ΣΔ, and M i s a generator of Σ Δ if
MeΣA and M is not divisible by any other elements of ΣΔ.
Let K be a field and let R be a X-algebra. we assume that we are
given an injection i: H^R. Once the injection i is fixed, we identify H
with the subset i(H) of i?. To each monomial M on if, we can associate
an element
i(M)=Y\xMix)>
xeH
where we understand <2° = 1 for any aeH. We identify i(M) with M.
After [1], we introduce the following:
DEFINITION. A i^-algebra R is a Hodge i^-algebra on a simplicial
complex Δ if the following three conditions are satisfied:
(HO) The vertex set H of Δ is a partially ordered set (a poset, for short)
with respect to a partial order " < " ,
(HI) i? admits as a i^-basis the set of all standard monomials with respect
to ΣΔ,
(H2) If L is a generator of ΣΔ, and
(*) L=ΣatMt; ateK\{0}
i
is the unique expression for Las a linear combination of distinct standard
monomials guaranteed by (HI), then for each xeSupp L and each Mh
there exists yeSupp Mf such that y<x.
The relation (*) are called the straightening relations for R. If the
right hand-sides of all straightening relations are zero, then we call R a
Stanley-Reisner ring of Δ and denote it by K[A], We say that R is
graded if R has a graded ring structure i ? = 0
π
>
o
i ?
π
 such that RO = K
and any element of H is homogeneous of positive degree. We call R
homogeneous if R is graded and HaR1.
A X-algebra R is a quasi-Hodge K-algebra on a simplicial complex
Δ if R is generated by the vertex set H of Δ satisfying (HO) and if every
generator of ΣΔ is expressed as a linear comination of standard monomials
which satisfies (H2).
For a simplicial complex Δ, we denote by ΔΓ(r>0) the r-skeleton of Δ,
; dim F<r}.
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If d = dim Δ = maxF e Δ dim F, A denotes A
0
'
1
. We denote by A(ή) the
simplicial complex consisting of an w-simplex and all its faces. We say
that Δ is pure if all maximal faces have dimension equal to dim Δ. For
two simplicial complexes A
ί
 and Δ 2, their join ΔX*Δ 2 is
A1*Δ2 = { F u G ; F e Δ l f G e Δ 2 } .
Next we recall some concept from ring theory. Let R= 0 M > o i ? π be
a noetherian graded ring, where R0 = K and K is a field. The Hilbert
series of JR is a formal power series H(R,t)= ^ (dim
κ
R
n
)tny where dimκRn
n>0
is the dimension of R
n
 as a .ftΓ-vector space.
2. Homogeneous Hodge algebras on simplicial complexes
which are complete intersections
In this section we consider a simplicial complex on which there
exists a homogeneous Hodge algebra which is a complete intersection,
and classify such complexes.
We assume hereafter that K is a field, unless otherwise specified. We
need the following Lemmas 1~3 in the subsequent arguements.
Lemma 1 (cf. [5, Lemma 5]). Let R be a homogeneous Hodge
K-algebra on a simplicial complex Δ. Then we have
H(R,t)= ΣΛ^'d-ί)"1"1,
i= - 1
where dim A = d, f{ denotes the number of i-face in Δ (/ = 0,1,•••,</) and we
put f_1 = l. In particular dim R = d 4-1.
Lemma 2 (cf. [6. (1.4)]). Let A be a simplicial complex and let R
be a K-algebra. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) R is a homogeneous Hodge K-algebra on Δ.
(2) i? is a homogeneous quasi-Hodge K-algebra on Δ such that
,t) = H(K[A],t).
The above lemmas are actually found in the references in the case
of ASL's, but we can easily generalize the arguments to prove the above
results in the present situation.
L e m m a 3 [10, Cor. 3.4]. Let H(i) be a power series with integral
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coefficients. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) H(t) is the Hilbert series of a noetheήan graded ring R — ®
n
>oR
that (a) R0=K, (b) R is generated by Rt as a K-algebra, (c) dim R =
and (d) R is a complete intersection.
(2) H{t) has the form
for some s>0 and gt>0 (i=\,--,s).
The following is the classification of the 1-dimensional homogeneous
complete intersection Hodge iC-algebras on simplicial complexes.
Proposition 4. Let R be a ί-dimensional homogeneous complete
intersection Hodge K-algebra on a simplicial complex Δ. Then the pair of
Δ and R is one of the following:
(1) Δ(0) (one point) and R = K[A(0)] = K[X].
(2) Δ(l) (two points) and R = K[A(ί)]=K[X,Y]/(XY).
Proof. By Lemma 1 we have dim Δ = 0 and H(R,t) =
{1 +(/Ό — I)ί}/(1 — 0> w n e r e / o 1S t n e number of 0-faces in Δ. Since R is
complete intersection, we have/ 0 = l or 2 by Lemma 3. If/0 = l, then
Δ = Δ(0). If / 0 = 2, then Δ = Δ(1). In both cases, we can easily show
that K[&] is a unique Hodge jRΓ-algebra on Δ.
Next we give the classification of the 2-dimensional case.
Proposition 5. Let A be a simplicial complex. If there exists a
2-dimensional homogeneous complete intersection Hodge K-algebra on Δ, then
Δ is one of the following:
(1) Δ(l). (2) Δ(1)*Δ(O). (3) Δ(2). (4) Δ(1)*Δ(1). (5)
where a shadowed triangle is not a 2-face of Δ.
Conversely, if Δ is one of the above simplicial complexes, there exists
a homogeneous complete intersection Hodge K-algebra on Δ.
Proof. Suppose there exists a 2-dimensional homogeneous complete
intersection Hodge K-algebra on Δ. By Lemma 1 we have dim Δ = 1 and
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where f{ is the number of the /-faces in Δ. Since R is a complete
intersection, we have
where r>0y g/>0 (ι = l, ,r) Equating these two expressions of H(Ryt)y
we have
Hence gι+g2-\ hgΓ<2 and (ί—t)2H(Ryt) is classified into one of the
following cases. The numbers, / 0 and fx are uniquely determined in
each case, and we can list up the corrresponding simplicial complexes:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(ί-t)2H(R,t)
1
1 + ί
1+ί + ί2
d+0 2
(1+02
/o
2
3
3
4
4
Λ
1
2
3
4
4
The simplicial complex
Δ(l)
Δ(1)*Δ(O)
Δ(2)
Δ(1)*Δ(1)
Conversely if Δ is one of the above five, we show that there exists
a homogeneous complete intersection Hodge i^-algebra R on Δ. Namely
if Δ is one of (1), (2), (3) or (4), K[A] is a such example, and in the
case (5), Example 6 below gives an example.
EXAMPLE 6. Let Δ be the simplicial complex
and set R = K[xyyyzyw]/(xw — xzyyw). Then R is a 2-dimensional homo-
geneous complete intersection Hodge ΛΓ-algebra on Δ, where we define
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a partial order by z<xy z<wy and the straightening relations in R are
xw = xzy yw = 0, and xyz = 0.
Proof. Let v — w — z. Then we have R = K[xyyyvyw]/(xvyyw)y which
is a complete intersection. The generators of Σ Δ are xwy yw and
xyz. Since we have xyz= — y(xw — xz)+x(yw) in K[xyy,z,w]y we have
xyz = 0y xw — xzy yw = 0 in R. They satisfy (H2) and R is a quasi-Hodge
jRΓ-algebra. Since
H(R,t) = (1 -12)2/{\ - tΫ = (1 + ί)2/(l - 1 ) 2 =
R is a Hodge iί-algebra.
,t),
Now we state the classification of the 3-dimensional case, which is
the main result in this paper.
Theorem 7. Let A be a simplicial complex. If there exists a
3-dimensional homogeneous complete intersection Hodge K-algebra on Δ, then
Δ is exhausted by one of the following 25 cases, where shadowed triangles
are not faces of Δ.
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where uwy and vwx
are not 2-faces.
(19) x (21) x
where vwz and uvx
are not 2-faces
where vxy, vwx, and
vwy are not 2-faces
and#(K)* 2
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where xyz.vwx, and
vwy are not 2-faces
Conversely, if Δ is one of the above simplicial complexes, there exists
a homogeneous complete intersection Hodge K-algebra on Δ.
EXAMPLE 8. For the above simplicial complexes, for example, we
have homogeneous complete intersection Hodge K~-algebras R = A/I on
Δ, where A are the polynomial rings K[x; x is a vertex of Δ] and / are
the following ideals:
(1) (0), (2) (xz), (3) (wyz), (4) (vy, wz), (5) (vx-vy, xz), (6) (vx-wy,
xz) (7) (wxyz), (8) (vwy, xz), (9) (ux, vy, wz), (10) (vy, vz — ux, wz), (11)
(vy + wx, vz — xz, wz + uw+yz), (12) (vy — uy, vz — ux, wz), (13) (vy — wy,
vz, wz — ux — uz), (14) (vy — wy, vz, wz — uw — ux), (15) (vy, vz — uw,
wz — wx — xz), (16) (vy, vz — uv — uz, wz — wx), (17) (vy — xy, vz, wz — uw),
(18) (uw — wz, uy, wy — vx), (19) (uw — uv — vw, uy — ux — xz, wy), (20)
(uw — ux — wz -\- xz, uy — uv—yz, wy),(21) (uw — avw, ux — vx, uy—yz), where
#7^0,1 in K, (22) (uw — vw, ux, uy—yz), (23) (uw, uy — vx, vz—yz), (24)
(uw — vw, uy — xy, uz), (25) (uw — wx, uy, vz).
We obtain the following corollary by checking one by one.
Corollary 9. Let da be a simplicial complex on which there exists a
^-dimensional homogeneous complete intersection Hodge K-algebra. Then Δ
is pure and the homotopy type of the geometric realization |Δ| of Δ is equal
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to that of the 2-dimensional sphere or 2-dimensional disk.
We need the following lemma to obtain Corollary 11.
L e m m a 10 [7, pi80]. Let A be a 2-dimensional simplical complex.
Then the Stanley-Reisner ring K[A] of A is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if
the following three conditions are satisfied:
(1) Δ is pure.
(2) Hι(AfK) = 0y i = 0,l, where H^A.K) is the i-th reduced homology group
of A.
(3) Every point of \A\ has an arbitrarily small neighborhood which is
connected even if any finite subset is removed.
By Corollary 9 and Lemma 10, we obtain the following:
Corollary 11. Let A be a simplicial complex on which there exists a
3-dimensional homogeneous complete intersection Hodge K-algebra. Then
the Stanley-Reisner ring K[A] of A is Cohen-Macaulay.
3. Proof of Theorem 7
As in the proof of Proposition 5, we obtain the following table,
where for the cases (dB) and (gB)~(gE) we give only 1-skeletons of the
simplicial complexes.
We shall investigate the above cases about whether or not there
exists a homogeneous complete intersection Hodge i^-algebra on Δ. We
can easily show that if Δ is the one of the case (a), (b), (c), (dA), (e),
(f), and (gA), then R = K[A] is a complete intersection. So we have only
to observe the remaining cases, i.e., (dB) and (gB)~(gE). Since the
arguments are almost the same for these cases, we consider only the case
(dB).
The simplicial complex Δ which we treat now has the following
1-skeleton and h a s / 2 = 4;
dB
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(\-t)*H(R,t)
Λ
The simplicial complex
(a) Δ(2)
(b) 1 + ί Δ(1)*Δ(O)
(c) A(2)*Δ(0)
(dA) (1+02 Δ(1)*Δ(1)*Δ(O)
(dB) O+O2
(e) Δ(3)
(0 Δ(2)*Δ(1)
(gA) (1+03 12 Δ(1)*Δ(1)*Δ(1)
(gB) (1+03 12
(gQ (1+03 12
(1+03 12
(gE) (1+03 12
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So, Δ is one of the following three upto isomorphism:
w
dB1 dB2 dB3
Lemma 12. There exists a homogeneous complete intersection Hodge
K-algebra on Δ if Δ is (dBl) or (dB2)y but no such K-algebra structures
exist if Δ is (dB3).
Proof. First we consider the case that Δ is (dB3). Suppose there
exists a homogeneous complete intersection Hodge iί-algebra R on
Δ. Then R is of the form R = K[vywyxyyyz]/Iy where I=(vx — lly vz — lly
wxy — l3y vwyz — l^). Since R is a complete intersection and dim R = 3y
the ideal / has height 2 and is generated by two elements. So we must
have I=(υx — lly vz — l2). Since we have only to consider total orderings
on vy wy xy yy z and since the arguments are similar, we assume y is
minimal. Then /3 = 0 by (H2). So we can write
wxy =
(xz-l2)
where
x + d
γ
y + eiz)(vx — lι) + (a2v + b2w + c2x + d2y + e2z)
+g\yw + hyz +jyv + kyx 4- mpo2
+ptwv + qpυx + r{υz + s z1 -f t(v2)
The comparison of the coefficients of the monomials on both-hand sides
yields the relations as shown below:
vx
x
2z
v
2
x
xz
xyz
vxy
wxz
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vwx : 0 =
vxz : 0 =
Then we have
wxy : 1 = b1k1+diqi+b2k2
= -(a2Λ-ei)(kiq2-{-k2q1)
= 0,
which is a contradiction.
The rest of assertions will be ascertained by the following two
examples. •
EXAMPLE 13 (The case (5) of Theorem 7). Suppose Δ is (dBl). Set
R = K[vywyxyyyz]/(vx — vyy xz).
Then R is a homogeneous complete intersection Hodge i£-algebra on Δ,
where the straightening relations of R are given by vx = vyy xz = 0 and
wyz = 0, and y<vy x as partial order on vy w, xy yy z.
EXAMPLE 14 (The case (6) of Theorem 7). Suppose Δ is (dB2). Set
R = K[vywyxyyyz]/(υx — wyy xz).
Then R is a homogeneous complete intersection Hodge /C-algebra on Δ,
where the straightening relations of R are given by vx = wyf xz = 0y and
wyz = 0y and w<vy x as partial order on vy wy xy yy z.
The cases (gB)~(gE) are handled in a similar fashion.
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